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THE JEWISI QUARTERLY REVIEW 

AN HYPOTHESIS ABOUT THE HEBREW 

FRAGMENTS OF SIRACH. 

IT was a dream. The great discovery which so pleasur- 
ably excited all Biblical and Hebrew scholars, and which has 
exercised their learning and acumen for the last two years, 
proves to be an illusion. The fragments of Ben-Sira, 
published from the Geniza in Cairo, by Dr. Schechter and 
Dr. Neubauer, and more sheets of which are in Cambridge 
and the British Museum awaiting publication, are not 
portions of the Hebrew original of Sirach, and do not 
belong to the third century B.C., but are remnants of 
a re-translation of the Greek and Syriac Sirach into 
Hebrew. That translation was made in the eleventh 
century C. E. by a Persian Jew. This "Ben-Zew" of 
the eleventh century had become aware of the existence 
of the complete Sirach. He conceived the wish to re- 
capture the work for "the dear Hebrew language," and 
in "honour of his race." He gets one teacher, who reads 
with him the Syriac Sirach, and another, who -for 
good "reward "-translates for him the Greek Sirach into 
Persian. The zealous Jew is intent next upon collecting 
" parallels from the Old Testament," in order to make use 
of them in his translation. Equipped in this way, he 
composes a Hebrew Ben-Sira, adapting himself at one time 
to the Syriac, and at another time to the Greco-Persian 
Sirach. During the process he becomes the victim of 
many misunderstandings and errors, but he occasionally 
succeeds in surpassing in correctness the two other 
versions, which constitute the only basis of his labour. 
"He restores the original felicitously once or twice where 
both versions are misleading." He records on the margin 
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THE HEBREW FRAGMENTS OF SIRACH 

other attempted translations of single words or of whole 
verses. Death prevents the completion of his work. 
His MS. falls into the hands of a pedant, who knows 
more Hebrew than the master; and who supplements 
the marginal notes of the translator with some poor and 
worthless emendations. This MS. was the basis of the 
fragments of the Hebrew Ben-Sira of the Geniza. 

This is the romance pictured to himself by Prof. D. S. 
Margoliouth of Oxford, which is to take the place of 
the assumption that the fragments reproduce the Hebrew 
original of the Wisdom of Ben-Sira . It is evident that 
a grave scholar could only be induced by grave reasons to 
put himself into opposition to all those who hitherto have 
considered and discussed the Hebrew fragments of Sirach 
as the newly discovered original text of Ecclesiasticus, to 
assert the modern origin of this Hebrew text, and to deny 
it the alleged great importance for the understanding of 
Sirach, and for the history of Hebrew language and litera- 
ture. As one of those who have given close attention to 
the fragments of Ben-Sira, I intend, in the following re- 
marks, to examine the grounds which led Prof. Margoliouth 
to his astounding assumption, and to test their value. 

As Prof. Margoliouth says himself (p. 4), the point of 
issue for his hypothesis was offered him by the Persian 
marginal note on fol. i, right side, of the Oxford MS., 
which reads nati u lpK: SK -1 Yb W. &:D 'K ps I n v x )D. 

According to Prof. Margoliouth ip~, i.e. 5pK7, J, is as 
much as "translator," and the sense of the marginal note 
is: "It is probable that this was not in the original copy, 
but was said by the translator." But Prof. Margoliouth 
leaves to conjecture what the note in question refers to. 
In reality, the Persian note is only the conclusion of a 

larger Hebrew note, which reproduces verbatim a passage 
of the Babylonian Talmud (Sanhedrin, Ioo b): ' in Y sn 53 
D''31z 1tr ' ' . 

.'. K. : q mtl KNitD p:. According to the 

The Origin of the " Original Hebrew" of Ecclesiasticus, James Parker & Co., 

London, I899, 20 pp., 4to. 
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explanation given by me in Revue des ttudes Juives, 
t. XXX VII, p. 31O, the Persian note-whether written by the 
same hand which wrote the Hebrew, or by some other hand 
--refers to Talmudic quotations from Ben-Sira, which was 
written on the margin, and means: "It seems that this did 
not occur in any copy (of Ben-Sira), but that it was com- 
municated, orally, by one who delivered the tradition ." 
The Persian glossator wishes to explain the fact that the 

apophthegm about the sad condition of the poor, men- 
tioned in the Talmud in the name of Ben-Sira, did not 
occur in the present Hebrew Ben-Sira (indeed it is not to be 
found either in the Greek or in the Syriac version). That 
,PKt, ndqil, means one who delivers a tradition, need 

not be proved. In addition, I mention the expression 
iJIJ.l J? (I,paKL$ now) in MaimAni's Sefer Hammitsvoth 
(p. 29, 1. 7, ed. Bloch), where jits is the same as the 
frequently recurring u.i) (pnn). The tradition itself is 
called JiJll ($pK). The word npnron, which is so 
frequently employed by Ibn Ezra, and which designates 
the bearers of the Tradition, is a rendering of J.IUJi. 
Prof. Margoliouth will himself be obliged to admit that 
this explanation of the first Persian marginal note in the 
Oxford MS. is so natural and clear, that it excludes any 
other assumption of the meaning of the word ip:K. From 
the same hand as this note is also the other on fol. 5 verso, 
which reads: vi m 8 Nn nDlm l' , i.e. zy. '5al U c. J . l 
(vide Revue des Ettudes Juives, ibid.), "this copy went 
thus far." This note is placed where the variae lectiones 
at the margin of the fragments cease, and means that the 
copies of Ben-Sira, from which the variae lectiones were 
taken, did not go any further (xlv. 8). If Prof. Mar- 
goliouth had taken into consideration this note also, he 
would not have so misunderstood the nature of the variae 

I I take 5sw as an abbreviation of N5rs, i. e. !1, which, joined with the 
negative, means as much as "by no means." It may, however, also be 
assumed that 52m belongs to the preceding word, and that st nr:D: 
( = J.l '-^ s v ) means " the original copy," the original text. 
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THE HEBREW FRAGMENTS OF SIRACH 

lectiones, as he does in his hypothesis. According to the 
latter, this second Persian note has no sense whatever. 
The only meaning it can possibly have is this, that variae 
lectiones were added to the text of the fragments, which 
were taken from an incomplete copy, which went only as 
far as xlv. 8, and which, of course, cease at that verse. 
But what is the meaning of the second note in the light 
of Prof. Margoliouth's hypothesis? It is absolutely 
unintelligible. 

It will be seen from what has been said, that the 
Persian marginal notes, upon one of which Prof. Mar- 

goliouth bases his hypothesis, are not only inapplicable 
thereto, but offer an argument opposed to it. Nevertheless, 
I will disregard these notes altogether, and rather proceed 
to those proofs which he adduces, from the text of the 
Hebrew Sirach fragments themselves, in support of his 
view. I admit that some of them are capable of stupefying 
one at the first moment, and certainly testify to the 
acumen and intelligence of their author. But, on closer 

inspection, they cease to be formidable and lose their 
demonstrative force. 

The most striking are those passages as to which Prof. 

Margoliouth assumes that the Hebrew Sirach becomes only 
intelligible if viewed in the light of a reproduction from 
a Persian draft, i. e. from a Persian translation of the Greek 
Sirach. In this he starts from the assumption that the 
Persian draft was written with Arabic-Persian letters. 
The most conspicuous among these passages is, perhaps, 
the following:- 

xliii. i (p. Io). The Greek has Xlova, the Hebrew in the 
same passage p.'T. "Snow" becomes "lightning," because 
the author of the Hebrew erroneously read j,. (Arabic- 
Persian for "lightning"), instead of "J. ( "snow"), 
and put the Hebrew word pi=, which is identical with 
the former. First of all, it ought to be stated-as 
Prof. Margoliouth has stated -that the "snow" is quite 
out of place here, and that the word Xt'va is a corruption 
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of old standing (the Latin version has also niven). On 
the other hand, the "lightning" is here quite appropriate, 
and is, moreover, directly attested by nlp't (v. 1. tbpst) in 
the second half of the verse (ao-rpaTras in the Greek'). As 
a further proof for the reading pur there is the marginal 
v. 1. np3, which is, of course, a corruption of pmn. But how 
this latter varia lectio is to be understood, according to 
Prof. Margoliouth's theory, is absolutely unintelligible. 
This applies, indeed, to most of the other marginal notes of 
the Hebrew Sirach fragments. It is not my business to 

explain how it came to pass that, in the Greek, "snow" 
was put instead of "lightning," limiting myself on this, 
as on all the other passages, to showing that Prof. Mar- 

goliouth's assumption is, in each case, either unnecessary 
or simply impossible. 

xliii. 2 (p. 9) reads in Hebrew: rnn imn:r: yn wvn. The 
Persian draft had, according to Prof. Margoliouth, rendered 

BtayyA'\wv by ,LLl ,; "to utter speech." The 
author of the Hebrew took .& in the Arabic sense of the 
word as "heat," and translated ,nn yrn. I shall not dwell 
on the fact that the phrase cj3aUil . is not attested 

(Vullers does not know it), for it is not impossible that 
it was used in the sense of "speaking." But it is most 
doubtful whether the Hebrew, which says in the second half 
of the verse that the sun on rising proclaims N" wrz K~wi ,r, 
should thus have misunderstood the phrase. In reality, 
we fare best if we consider the Hebrew as the original. 
I am of the opinion that ver. 2 a originally read thus: 
'I n nKm3 y' t1OW. The expression ^N ygn is taken 
from Ps. xix. 3 (nnm zi). The Greek read tn, instead of 
y:n 2, and translates it ev o&rrac-ta (looking = with the look); 
it also read -ti instead of 'I, and rendered it by 8Layye'AXwv 
(= announcing). But by an error, which is easily explained, 
s was changed in the Hebrew into n, and - into ,n, and 

Cf. Mishnah Ber. ix. 2: 'Dpan ' ' '.. D',mt ?r. 
2 Cf. also the varia lectio in the Hebrew in the preceding verse (xliii. i), 

,nmm v o, which can best be explained as nmm ,an (" pours out light"). 
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thus the word became rnn, an alteration all the more 
explicable by the nearness of the word wn' ; thus the varia 
lectio has also romn for 'nn. This disposes of the necessity 
of refuting what Prof. Margoliouth says about the ridiculous 
misunderstanding, of which in the Hebrew the word orraTCa 
became the victim. The word Ins:3 (= Ev eo6w,) is, of course, 
the original reading, for which in the Hebrew Ilnn was 
erroneously written. 

The double nTr in xliii. 6 a (p. io) is explained by 
Prof. Margoliouth in this way, that the Persian text 
had bU (= Ev rraolv in the Greek), which was read as one 
word .j, which sometimes means "moon." But bL 
(cf. vn3n, Job xxxvii. 21) can be at the best only an 
attribute of the moon, and the Hebrew could not render 
this by a noun, since the noun nnF precedes it, but he would 
have probably put the Hebrew vrn: or a similar adjective. 

In the same section of the verse the Greek has els Katpo' 

avTr1j; according to Prof. Margoliouth, the Persian translator 
rendered this by>, ! ., an expression which I consider to 
be very problematical; Prof. Margoliouth proceeds that the 
Hebrew text, and two marginal notes in the Hebrew had 
their origin in this expression the correct reading Jb. , 
produced the Hebrew ny rv; the reading j)t. j ny ny, 
and the reading jb ,. (again very problematical), n:wv ninr 

(Prof. Margoliouth does not explain why it should be in the 

plural). But for the second section of the verse the Persian 
draft also offered the opportunity for amusing misunderstand- 

ings, for Xprvco was rendered in the Persian translation aJl 
(plur. zL.T), an Arabic word which means "period" and 
also "end," hences Y in the Hebrew. The preceding word 

avZCde&et was rendered in Persian by uj , which not only 
means "to show," but also "to order"; hence in the 

Hebrew, influenced by Gen. i. i6, nvwnn. Thus the verse 
offers quite a load of misunderstandings. to assume which 
a strong faith is required. It will be more advisable, 
and, at the same time, easier to consider the Hebrew as 
the original, and to solve the difficulties in another 

VOL. XII. H 
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way, rather than to have recourse to such artificial 

hypotheses. 
xliii. 17 c (p. I). Greek (s 7rrcETc, Hebrew 9q.3. 

Prof. Margoliouth completely ignores the possibility of 
the two expressions agreeing, and that 9lr may mean 

winged beings, birds 1. He prefers assuming that the 
Persian translator rendered the Greek word by jlJ., which 
means "flight" (volatus, properly alarumn solutio, separatio, 
Vullers). There is no reason why he should have employed 
an abstract word for translating a concrete word. Nor is 
there any reason why the Hebrew should have understood 
that Persian word in its other meaning (lumen, splendor), 
and have employed a word (qn) for its rendering, which is 
of very rare occurrence, and never has the meaning of 

"splendour." Still less obvious is it why the Persian 
should have translated the verb 7TTdo-a (to scatter) by 

~J~, which means "to break." The Persian translator 
used it, according to Prof. Margoliouth, in the sense of 
"to scatter," and the Hebrew took it to mean " to shake," 
and rendered it by 9p4. But the Persian verb can have 
either meaning only metaphorically. The word KaOL'7rrTaluva 

in the Greek is disregarded by the Hebrew. 
xliii. 22 b (p. 12). The word ijv in the Hebrew text 

arose thus. 'IXapdo-e is translated into Persian by .. 
(mansuetudo, lenitas, clementia), and the Hebrew took it 
in its first meaning (pinguetudo), and rendered it by ltW. 
In the same passage the marginal note to n'w is ann; this, 
according to Prof. Margoliouth, must be understood in this 

way, that the Hebrew read in the Persian translation .,, 
instead of t.4, , which properly means "drink," and trans- 
lated it by znm (moisture, damp). These are unnecessary 
hypotheses. They rest upon the assumption that, in this 
sentence, the Greek is "fine and clear," the Hebrew "ludi- 
crous." In my opinion, it is just the Hebrew, if correctly 

1 Vide my remarks in Revue des ttudes Juives, XXVIII, r5I sq. Rashi 

explains cD'w5 Ps. lxxviii. 48 mrcsi; Ibn Ezra qvtn Ton Deut. xxii. 24 
myP "1fO. 
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understood, that gives excellent sense. Only, that the 
word r-ni must be taken in a sense which it does not have 
elsewhere, but which is nevertheless attested by the Aramaic 
S'3n: (=Hebr. ni;, ;n;). It having been said in ver. 21 
that all vegetation is being parched by the heat of the sun, 
we read in ver. 22:- 

1w i t1 inja Ka 
Ty T t..5 gr.i 5T 

"Healing for everything is what the cloud leaves, the 
dew comes quickly to make the glowing desert green." 
9qn3? is a noun formed from spy (Deut. xxxii. 2) to designate 
the rain springing up in the cloud; unless we read qD?. 
and take pt as its subject. For ?t1.. cf. ?1, Ps. lxv. I2, 
which denotes "luxuriant vegetation," and t, Ps. xcii. 15, 
denoting "luxuriant growth of trees." (For instances of 
this use of the word in post-Biblical Hebrew, vide Levy, 
I, 430a.) :'w has the same meaning here as in Isaiah 
xxxv. 7. Besides the suggested explanation of Vlin (cf. 
Ps. cxlvii. 15 rni i pyr n-n ny), I would suggest an 
alternate one, based upon a slight alteration. I read 
n3n in, an expression which must have existed; for we 
read in a passage, referring to God's beneficent deeds, and 
which has a strong resemblance to our passage in Sirach: 
DInny 5i=r n5iU n.DD1 r a1nt twmni ninn -w Vn l' , 71 rlipnm 
nnan t,r ni (Pesikta, ed. Buber, 99 a, in a Baraitha of the 
Tannaite Nehemiah), idem, ib. 69 a and parallel passages from 
Jannai, one of the oldest Amoraites 1. rrnmin corresponds 
with rn' m. It is not here the place to discuss the way 
in which the Greek translated this passage, so clear and 
beautiful in Hebrew. At all events he read 1tSi, and 
translated it in a metaphorical sense by LXapo6o. Cf. Prov. 
xv. 30, where 1i.]n stands parallel to nr?:. 

xliv. 8 b (p. i 8). Prof. Margoliouth's Persian translator 
rendered eKit?7yro-aaOa& eraivovs by c-.>o LUl ("to recite 
praise of the dead"). The Hebrew read -c% instead of 

Die Agada der palist. Amoraer, I, 43. 
H 2 
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? ?, and translated it nn5n); regarding the word JLli 
he vacillated as to the right reading; once he read az l, 
which he rendered nmrynwn, at another time aL"1, and 
then placed the corresponding term niynvn1 in the margin. 
Very witty, but highly improbable. j-, the plural of 
-..-, J means "lamentation for the dead," also " elegy," but 

the word would hardly have been chosen for the rendering 
of firaivovs. Much more simple is the assumption that 
rn5nm in the Hebrew is a corruption from nnrnn. In the 

same way mrrynwrn is evidently a corruption for nlynwn6, as 
given in the margin. Nobody who managed Hebrew so 
well as the author of the Hebrew text, even in Prof. 

Margoliouth's opinion, would have chosen such a monstrous 
form instead of rnwna5. 

xliv. io b (p. 18). Greek alKatocrvvat, Hebrew nilpn. 
According to Prof. Margoliouth, this alteration from "piety " 
into "hope" arose thus, that the Persian translator ren- 
dered the Greek word by c?sSO, and the Hebrew, misled by 
the similarity in sound, translated it by the Hebrew word 
for "hope." Too great a carelessness is attributed lhere to 
the Hebrew author. It is much easier to assume that the 
Greek had before him the original reading nnpln (more 
correctly nniprn). 

xliv. 17 d (p. 18). The assumption that lnMI arose from 
the Arabic Jr- in the Persian translation, which word 
means both "time" and "covenant," is not sufficient for 

deriving the Hebrew text from the Greek. At all events the 
Hebrew makes here better sense than the Greek; for lnn:3 
~on Sn is the natural continuation of n'iw nrn nri:. 
The Syriac must also be understood as a paraphrasis of the 
Hebrew (" God swore unto him, that there would be no 
more flood "). nrnn is, of course, an allusion to Gen. ix. T i. 

xlvi. ii (p. 9). Greek oao-v OVK erETOdpEVcrEv f7 KapSga; 
Hebrew 13: Sm: S nvK 'n. Prof. Margoliouth thinks that 
the Persian translalor employed the Arabic verb,s. which 
the Hebrew read as _s. This most artificial hypothesis 
becomes unnecessary, once it is understood (vide Revue des 
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ttudes Juives) that we must not read Nr, (or ft.), but K.?, 
which the Syriac renders by rnD, in the same way as the 
Peshitta renders 'K'W,n, Gen. iii. 13, by 4'yrK, and K]wn, 
ver. 3, by Tpryt. The Greek translator is more free, but in 
the same sense (cf. irmn n:I, Ezek. vi. 9). 

We see that in most of the passages discussed thus far, 
Prof. Margoliouth operates with Arabic words, which figured 
in the vocabulary of the Persian translator posited by him. 
In the same way he attributes to his Ben-Zew of the eleventh 

century Arabisms which he supposes him to have employed 
in his re-translation. Such Arabisms are, according to Prof. 

Margoliouth: xl. 26 (p. 7), Greek 3orLOE&av, Syr. Kni?D1, 
Hebrew pDy, which he believes to be nothing else but the 
Arabic , "helper." But it is only Smend who believed 
that the word, the t of which is entirely obliterated, ought 
to be read as ryn. Levi only finds traces of the initial 
letter o, but no trace of the other two letters, and adopts 
my suggestion Iyo. However this may be, it is quite out 
of the question that the author of the Hebrew text should 
have expressed a notion, to express which the Hebrew 

language is particularly rich, by a purely Arabic word, the 

participle of an Arabic verb. 
xliii. 9 (p. 5). Greek KOdOS 0 o4rtLCov; Hebrew ,rnto 11m, 

with the varia lectio p1'w nrl. Prof. Margoliouth assumes 
the verbs both of the text and of the varia lectio to be 
Arabisms: ?A' and . being equivalent to the Greek 
verb (oTriTo. Here also the same objection applies as to 
the preceding conjecture. The Hebrew would not have 
resorted to Arabic verbs for an idea so easily to be 
rendered in Hebrew; which verbs, by the way, are not 
such as to suggest themselves in the first instance. Nor 
does Prof. Margoliouth explain how m'riI originated in the 
Hebrew text. As a matter of fact, the varia lectio has 

preserved here the original text, for ^, "ornament" 

( o'o7os), is parallel with the preceding expressions nnT 
and Kim. As to Pl1?.r, it will have to be considered as 

Cf. Septuagint and Peshitta to Gen. ii. I8 ('O) Bo7806v, kcnw,. 
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a most remarkable Arabism of Ben-Sira. But it can, 
perhaps, be disposed of by a conjecture, which would, 
moreover, explain the varia lectio. Ben-Sira wrote, 
perhaps, :nsM y, "glittering ornament" (cf. Mishna 
Middot, ii. 3 n InYt n rm), or nintn (vide Levy, IV, 
175 b). This could easily have been altered into mntn. 
On the other hand, it is hard to understand how lnno 
or npntt was turned into pm'nt. Is it possible to assume 
a verb to phi, Zech. i. 8 2 nlKi is an apparently explana- 
tory alternative to wlTv.-Prof. Margoliouth suggests also 
a double Arabism, similar to the one in xliii. 9, in the 

immediately preceding verse, where the Hebrew text reads 
pti, and the marginal note has ryp. Both words are 
Arabisms, according to Prof. Margoliouth. I need not 
again point out that it is unnecessary to go back to 
the Arabic to find the meaning of "meeting gaze" in 
the word pry, for the Hebrew word Fl?P has that 
meaning in Isaiah viii. 13. As to r cn, cf. Revue des 
Etudes Juives, t. XXXVII, 314.-A few verses before 
Prof. Margoliouth finds two Arabisms (xliii. 4 c), one ortho- 
graphic and another lexicological. The spelling of prmI 
instead of t1?r (thus v. 1.) must have arisen from a com- 
bination of the Hebrew word with the Arabic 1w' I And 
-t=n is "both in form and meaning pure Arabic." But 
'M3_n is much better explained from the Aramaic K'^, 
"a coal," than from the Arabic r. Even if taken as 
synonym to nf?n (n = n53) it would make better sense. 

The following passages are explained by Prof. Mar- 
goliouth by the assumption that the Hebrew translator 
based his work not only upon the Persian version of the 
Greek Sirach, but also upon the Syriac text. 

xli. 12 (p. 14). The Hebrew rnon nrins accords with the 
Syriac any KnttD (the Hebrew for which would be nryim 

?t.). But the author of the Hebrew text did not recognize 
in the word tnllq the noun snp, to which the particle t is 
joined, but took Nn!r to be equivalent to the Hebrew nri, 
but did not render this by its Hebrew equivalent, but by 
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on=?1! Is it not much more simple to assume that the varia 
lectio to no:n, namely nlnn, was the original reading, and 
that the Syrian understood this w.n.. in malam partem (cf. 
Exod. xx. i6, Mic. ii. 2), as illegitimate covetousness of 
other people's property? The Greek must have read ynn 
(xpvr-tov). 

xlii. ii e (p. 15). Hebrew mwK n m nan impn. This 
section of the verse, if connected with the second section, 
makes good sense. "The place where she abides let there 
be no lattice," namely, to look out (vide Judg. v. 28). But 
Prof. Margoliouth considers this as meaningless, and pre- 
fers assuming a foolish misunderstanding. In the Syriac 
the half verse reads: ' irpm ,pnn t6 tnytri nn. The 
Hebrew read mn'arn for rrnpan, and this was a Syriac 
Arabism (jn ), "provided with bars"; he connects tpv: 
with the next section of the verse. I abstain from further 

discussing Prof. Margoliouth's explanation, but decidedly 
deny that the Hebrew can only be understood in the way 
he suggests. Unfortunately, the whole passage is missing 
in the Greek. 

xliii. b (p. 16). ," , ?yn mi ,no: "How wonderful is 
God's work!" These are the words which the Sun pro- 
claims on rising. The sense is so natural that it is 

astonishing that Prof. Margoliouth prefers the Greek and 
the Syriac: (TKrEOS OavjAaacrTv, 'pyov 4i-rbTov, mnl-iJT mR 
snn nn ri: " Wonderful vessel, work of the Most High!" 
This gives no unexceptionable sense, either taken by itself 
or in connexion with that which precedes. But Prof. Mar- 

goliouth is of opinion that the Hebrew misunderstood the 

Syriac wKn, which he took to be an interrogative particle, 
and rendered by 'n^. Exactly the opposite must be assumed. 

By an error (probably of hearing) the Greek mistook nn 
m3i, as if it were N11z W. The Syriac was here not taken 
from the Hebrew, but from the Greek. 

xliii. 9 (p. I7). Prof. Margoliouth explains the plural in 
the Greek text (aorp-pv) so that the plural in Syriac 
'I,co was read without the points, and taken as a singular. 
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It is much easier to assume that the Hebrew also originally 
had wa:i3, and that this was subsequently abbreviated. 

xlvi. 20 (p. I3). Greek r7v TEXEVTnJv avrov: Syriac ,inmmi. 
According to Prof. Margoliouth, the latter was preferred 
by the Hebrew, who had both versions before him, and he 
rendered rnmis by W,nq. But most probably the original 
reading in the Hebrew was ipn:n, which was erroneously 
read by the Syriac as rnnns, whereas the Greek translated 
TrEXvr?)V. 

xlvii. 6c (p. 17). nnr qsp irnim. This arose, according 
to Prof. Margoliouth, through a combination of the Greek and 

Syriac. But the Hebrew bears here the stamp of origin- 
ality. qts is the royal diadem (Isa. lxii. 3 riMnz q9:); 
Dni: is the introduction, required for the second section of 
the verse, ny yr:n :z'on. In the Syriac the translation of 
minDy is missing, whilst sN) is rendered by ;Nz, " diadem," 
which was turned into (ip ('nznN ,Lp, "he fought a 

little"), so as to establish a sense with the following words. 
The Greek has no translation of Dnr; or, rather, the 
translator read another word for ann,, which he translated 
borf s. 

Besides those mentioned here, Prof. Margoliouth discusses 
a few other passages, for the purpose of showing that the 
Hebrew is less intelligible than the Greek and the Syriac, 
and cannot be considered as the original. Such a passage 
is xl. 6 a (p. 8), nm nma rI ninp- ; Greek, aXEt wIL -avrTo 

vbaros Kal XEl?Aovs 7oraTCov; Syriac, wmr zy nyin 6nnn TipI 

tnnm. Prof. Margoliouth is of opinion that the Hebrew 

original ought to have had mnS, because the Greek has aXEt. 
But neither has the Syriac that which we should expect 
as a translation of inN (Job viii. ii). The rare word 

employed in the Hebrew shows rather that this is no re- 
translation. Prof. Margoliouth, indeed, attributed to the 
Hebrew the absurdity of having used nlvnp in the meaning 
of "axes" (Ps. lxxiv. 5), and ignores the existence of a 
Mishna word n,rtnnp (n,onp), which means a sort of rushes 
(vide JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW, IX, 559), and which 
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undoubtedly is meant here. The Greek translator could 

very well have selected for this the word aXEL, which is 
of Egyptian origin; for this was for him not a " Coptic 
word," but was well known to him from the Greek ver- 
sion of Gen. xli. 3, 18, which was also familiar to his 
readers. What meaning the axe can have here after this 

hypothesis, and how it was possible for aXEc to be mis- 
understood, cannot, of course, be easily explained by Prof. 
Margoliouth. 

Meaningless appears also to Prof. Margoliouth xliii. 24 

(p. 8), 1nmp vsD l ri n nrn, ' they that go down to the sea tell 
of its bounds." This translation, as given by the editors 

(Mr. Cowley and Dr. Neubauer), is made by Prof. Mar- 
goliouth the subject of a sneering criticism, as if, literally, 
the end, the boundary of the sea were meant, about which, 
of course, those who go down to the sea are not wont to 
tell. But ,nip does not mean here the boundary of the sea, 
but a part of the sea (cf. inp, Num. xxiii. 17, opp. *), 
somewhat in the sense of l~rn nlrp, Job xxvi. 14. The 

seafaring man tells only a part of the wonders which the 
sea offers, and we are astonished at that which our ears 
hear. 

To xliii. 10 (p. lo), vide JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW, 
IX, 552; Revue des Etudes Juives, XXXVII, 314. 

I believe that I have sufficiently proved that the grounds 
which Prof. Margoliouth adduces, in support of his hypo- 
thesis, as sketched out above, have no validity. I do not 
dwell upon the facts that the passages examined by Prof. 
Margoliouth are only a small minority, and that, in spite of 
the acumen and ingenuity displayed in his inquiry, he has 
not been able to dispose of a single difficulty, of the many 
which a number of passages of the Hebrew text offer, both 
on their own account and in their relation to the two ancient 
versions. Nor will I enumerate the positive grounds which 

point to the originality of the Hebrew fragments of Sirach, 
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and are opposed to Prof. Margoliouth's theory of a re- 
translation; among which the strophic character, the pure 
parallelism, of our fragments would not occupy the last 
place. The most ingenious re-translator would not have 
been able to carry this through, if merely guided by trans- 
lations. I am content with having shown the untenableness 
of Prof. Margoliouth's arguments. It is not the hitherto 
generally adopted view of the character of the Sirach 
fragments, as the genuine original of Sirach, which is an 
illusion; but it is the hypothesis of Prof. Margoliouth, 
which rose, like a soap bubble, from the Sirach inquiry, 
only to burst after a short brilliancy. 

W. BACHER. 

BUDAPEST, June, 1899. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

I have nothing to add to the foregoing article, which 
was written before the appearance of the Cambridge frag- 
ments edited by Prof: Schechter and Dr. Taylor. In 
a special excursus to this splendidly-edited work, Dr. 
Taylor proves that Prof. Margoliouth's arguments are 
untenable. Prof. Smend, in a review of the Cambridge 
volume (Theologische Literaturzeitung, Sept. i, 1899, No. 
18, p. 505), also writes, with reference to Prof. Margoliouth's 
hypothesis: "Dass wir auch in der neuen Handschrift das 
hebraiische Original und nicht etwa eine Riickiibersetzung 
vor uns haben, ist evident." 

Only one of the most zealous and successful of the inves- 
tigators of the earlier fragments published by Dr. Neubauer 
and Mr. Cowley-M. Israel Ldvi-has now arrived at a 
different conclusion. He says (Revue des ]tudes Juives, 
tome XXXVIII, p. 308), with intelligible regret: " H4las, il 
faut nous rendre A l'4vidence: le texte h6breu, qui a son 
int4ret, ne saurait plus etre consid&rd comme l'original; il 
peut uniquement servir a le reconstituer." My honoured 
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friend thus returns to the sceptical view which he expressed 
(Revue des ttudes Juives, XXXTT, 303) after the publication 
of the first page discovered by Prof. Schechter, though on 
other grounds than are supplied by Prof. Margoliouth. 
M. Levi will probably soon publish the reasons that have 
led to his conversion. He only gives a single argument 
which seems to him to have decisive weight against the 

originality of the Hebrew Sirach, and forces him to hold 
that the text is a retranslation which must be ascribed to 
a Jew whose mother-tongue was Arabic. This argument 
he finds in the verb pmn, which occurs twice in the Oxford 
edition: 'KV p$n 1Du n'iD (xxxix. 25), and K pin 5rmi pO 
(xl. J). In both cases the Greek and the Syriac have 
a verb which signifies "create" (KriTCEL, J)). Levi holds, 

following the lines of Prof. Margoliouth, that the Hebrew 
retranslator rendered the versions by the Arabic for 
"create" j4l, written pSn. Now such an assumption is 
in the highest degree improbable, if not impossible. It is 

scarcely thinkable that an eleventh-century Jew, so skilful 
a Hebraist as the author of the Sirach fragments certainly 
must have been, should use an Arabic word for the idea 
" create " instead of the common Hebrew verbs wu:, 5u. 

Secondly, consideration must be given to the fact that an 
Arabic Jew of the eleventh century would not have trans- 
literated -lz. by pin, but by p9b (see my remarks in 
Z.D.M.G., XXXVII, 458). On the other hand, if we accept 
the Hebrew as original, the verb prn presents no real diffi- 

culty. It may be explained on the hypothesis that the 
Hebrew pin had anciently the same meaning as the Arabic 
verb with a similar sound. We have thus to deal here 
with an ancient Arabism. In point of fact, Jerome in 

rendering pSn, Deut. iv. 9, writes "creavit" (see J. Q. R., 
IX, 549). As applied moreover to God, the senses to 
" allot" and to " create " are not widely different. I hold, 
therefore, that it would be very rash, on account of isolated 
difficulties which the corrupt fragments of the Hebrew 
Sirach present, to allow weight to so unnatural and un- 
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tenable a hypothesis as that the Hebrew is a retranslation. 
It is antecedently improbable that it would have been 

necessary by means of a retranslation in the eleventh 

century to restore to Hebrew literature a work which 
was demonstrably extant in the original Hebrew so late as 
the tenth century. And the actual relations between the 
Cairene Hebrew and the versions speak for the originality 
of the former. 

The further fragments published by Prof. Schechter sup- 
ply fuller material for comparing the Geniza text with the 

previously known citations from the Hebrew Sirach. As 
was at the outset probable, the character of the text pre- 
sented by the citations of Saadia Gaon is now found to so 

closely resemble the fragments published by Prof. Schechter 
that it is sometimes altogether identical with the latter. 
This, however, is not the place to speak at length on these 

points. I shall find another occasion to express myself 
more fully. 

W.B. 
BUDAPEST, Sept. 8, 1899. 
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